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As a Co-Op Grocer, you have more pressing things to do with your time than sifting through hundreds of 
thousands of potential team members and leaders to find the perfect one. That’s where The Carlisle 
Group (TCG) comes in. As experts in Search & Recruitment for the Grocery industry, with special 
knowledge of Cooperatives, TCG’s Search Consultants act as an extension of your team when it comes to 
finding the right talent and keeping it.  

Similar to the personalized experience you offer your customers, we offer a personalized experience for 
you. We get to know the ins and outs of your organization’s culture and administer personality profiles, 
so that we can match the top talent to your specific needs. 

We pride ourselves on especially providing… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Co-Op Grocery Search & Recruitment 

Customized 
Solutions          

Consulting 
Services 

A Partnership 
with Your Board        

A Start-to-Finish 
Process 

 
I have worked directly with Brett Myers in a support role for Swarthmore Co-op. He found excellent candidates, he 
 kept in close communication with the search committee, and I felt heard and respected by him at every step. 
- Carolee Colter, Management consultant for food co-ops and the natural foods industry, CDS Consulting 

[The Carlisle Group] quickly absorbed our co-op values, and sent us multiple candidates bringing various combinations  
of the qualities we had requested. The general manager we have hired is preferred unanimously by the store staff and  
the board of directors. Thanks to Brett's invaluable help, we are entering a new chapter of cooperative grocery  
lead by another strong general manager. 
- Kate Moss, Search Committee/Board Member at The Common Market 

Working with Brett was a pleasure. He is knowledgeable about our industry and the co-op sector specifically. Brett  
was able to find qualified candidates quickly and efficiently for my client. I found him to be professional as well  
as friendly, easy to communicate with and quick to respond. I think any co-op would be in good hands working  
with Brett on a General Manager search. 
- Melanie Reid -- Human Resources Consultant, CDS Consulting Co-op ” 
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